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The Apostle: Head of Administration
Old Apostolic Church
Private Bag X9

Durbanville

7557
t
Dear Apostle,

AN OPEN TETTERTO HEAD OFFICE

The primary objective of this open letter is

to

remind top management once again that

administrative reform in the Old Apostolic Church (OAC) is an issue that will not disappear from the
radar screens of members (and officers) who have the best interests of the Church at heart.

As one of the important public institutions, and also a major corporate citizen, in a free and
democratic South Africa, it is unconscionable to have in 2015 a church leadg.rship which resolutely
continues to deny its members/congregations the legitimate"right to have a meaningful say over the
affairs of their Church. Common sense, as well as human history, dictates'that it is a situation that
can only deteriorate and consequently make a constitutional crisis inevitable,
Feet of clay

A replica of the colossus beheld by King Nebuchadne zzar of Babylon in a dream - is that what the
OAC leadership in 2015 has evolved into? A doomed structure, because it has feet of clay?
There seems to be no more opportune a moment than now to bring into sharper focus the
administrative architecture and governance profile of this perceived invincible giant in the South
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African religious arena. Perhaps also revealing in print some of what the leadership {employees of
the church) has until now formally succeeded in deliberately keeping away from public (their

employer) insight
conjecture.

-

developments which have long been the essence

of open speculation or

Biggest threat

Accountability...sustainability...adaptability...credibility......
leadership circles seems

to be looming ever larger

as

the apparent lack of which in

top
the biggest threat to the future wellbeing of

the OAC.
And, should also hasten the demise of the spiritual prowess which they (the OAC) traditionally
believe sets this church apart from other religious denominations. Why the demise? Simply,
because it had happened so many times before to the biblical chosen nation, every time their
leaders got overwhelmed and ultimately defeated by the gravitational pull of the decadent side of
social status, unbridled administrative power and unfettered access to vast reserves of public funds.
Similar perceivable tendencies/trends in the OAC of today seem to suggest that unless
administrative reform

is

taken seriously, the church is bound to suffer the same fate.

The enduring deliberate denial

of a

more democratic administrative dispensation to

members/congregations (the real church, after all) in the enlightened socio-political world order of
2015, must inevitably set the current ageing and presumably insular top leadership on a harrowing
collision course with a younger generation of members {and leaders) who had the privilege of being
exposed to the facilities and ethics of higher learning professional expertise and social decorum. A
palace revolution perhaps? Not unlikely!!! Who knows?
i

The Forum

It will be recalled that the abovementioned statement has been the main thrust of the clarion call
for administrative reform in the OAC by The Forum, since its inception more than five years ago.
Today, five empty years later, The Forum remains convinced that the OAC'is no longer only
stagnating but rather retrogressing over a wider front. The typical reaction by the leadership to
petitions/critique by this perceived "public nuisance" or "disgruntled group of deposed officers and
members" still seems to be an instinctive ostrich approach to impending doom - wishing that the
noise would somehow fade away, as use to be the case following previous schisms. Highly unlikely
this time, because 2015 is a far cry from the apartheid juggernaut within the OAC of the 1970's.
Benefiting from hindsight and own research, which yielded a bounteous harvest of oedible
documental evidence pertaining to the OAC administration, The Forum deenis it in the best interest
of members/congregations (and ill-informed officers) to have the dfscourse elevated to a more
practical level where the real debate about the administration of the OAC may be pursued - in the
open and at congregational level. The age-old adage of "there is no smoke without afffe", seems to
hold true in this regar{.
Newspapers

It

was the nagging incidence of disturbing news reports during the past decade, and more
pertinently the stinging headlines in popular papers like 'Die Son', that caused a group of concerned
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members to galvanize themselves into an organized instrument for action and campaign in pursuit
of a more transparent and democratic approach to governance and administration in the OAC. And

to think that members/congregations (and officers) at that time were actually cautioned by top
leadership to refrain from reading newspapers which highlighted the "dark secrets" of the OAC instructions as if they were canon law.
Allegations of financial mismanagement, nepotism, autocratic rule, etc., seemed to have pushed the
OAC into a position where concerned members (and many self-respecting officers) started to despair
about the public image and future of the Church. Matters also seemed to have been compounded
by a perceived act of brinkmanship by a top leadership whose only response in this regard amounted
to a reliance on the expedient short term (bandage) solution provided by the expertise from the
legal fraternity of the secular world, an entity which they (OAC leadership) themselves traditionally

frown upon ("the world") and caution their followers against associating with it. At issue here is also
a perceived uncapped budget for legal expenses to sustain interminably a system that does not
serve the best interests of the OAC.

At long last The Forum is now in a position to make available for public consumption copies of the
relevant documentation concerning many of the abovementioned contentious issues. Thereby
empowering members/congregations to make informed decisions about the wellbeing of their
beloved church.
Court cases
The outcome of the series of court cases which followed in the wake of the sensational news reports
at the time, seemed to have lulled the relevant church authorities into a false sense of security. Fact

is, tliose developments merely marked the end of the beginning of what coutd still amount

to

a

protracted and acrimonious in-house battle in pursuit of the truth and resolution. The real
interrogation, revelation and ultimate castigation have yet to commence. Members/congregations
and the majority of officers have a right to know what really transpired in their church. After all,
church monies and assets are trust/public funds which should be treated as such. .
Unlike most other churches of similar stature and size, OAC members/congregations are as late as
the year 2015 still constitutionally (church) barred from having a meaningful say about how their

to be governed. The name OAC, represents big money and probably the largest land
baron of church real estate in the country. Administrative power is vested in the hands of a small
unelected elite of officers (apostles) who, inter alia, unilaterally determine and write out their own

Church ought

pay cheques, without the existence

ol

an

and sanction by,
oversight body where
members/congregations are duly represented. The OAC are"a people who are compelled to tithe a
tenth of their gross income {expressly pronounced) as part of their covenant and affirmation of
unconditional obedience and faith.
Whereas members/congregations are essentially the true shareholders of this company/business
enterprise called the Old Apostolic Church, the Church therefore currently seems to resemble an

entity held to ransom by a "rogue" executive. They are micro-managed by remote control from a
distant and imperious Head Office, both administratively and spiritually - while unsuspecting parish
officers are essentially charged with guarding the city walls, more than often in conflict with the best
interests of the citizens/shareholders.

Head Office
A perennial bone of contention among members, as well as a sizable majority of parish officers. Also

a perpetual nightmare for an officer who dares to be creative and forthright, let alone selfrespecting and honourable.
The OAC is essentially run via nine (9) regional head offices, each managed by a regional secretary

-

still the exclusive domain of white male incumbents since the inception of the church more than a
century ago. The Apostle in charge at such a regional head office bears the title of Apostle: Head of
Administration (also for whites only). Collectively, the nine regional secretaries and apostles in
charge of administration constitute the Board of Management (The Executive) of the Church. The
other serving apostles in the various regions are clustered into local apostle forums which
collectively form the nationwide apostolate. And when the apostles from the neighbouring African
states are drafted in, they are joined by the apostolate in what is known as the Conference of
Apostles, officially the highest decision-making body (congress) in the OAC. The secretary of the
Apostolate (also head of the Executive) is the CEO (Chief Executive Officer) and de facto the big boss
of the Church. However, in practice, the Conference of Apostles seems to be

no more than a rubber
stamp for the actions and decisions of the Executive. lt appears to be a toothless monster which is
lately occasionally headed (ceremonially) for a two-year tenure of office by a non-white incumbent
in patent window dressing fashion - he has no power. The apostolate is also the structure that hires,
fires and retires apostles. Apostles are the only paid officers in the OAC. All of them are lay
preachers (not even informal clericaltraininglwho receive handsome remuneration packages which
the professionally trained clergy of other churches can only dream about. Except for the few other
officers employed as admin staff at Head Office, serving as an officer in the OAC is a daunting'labour
of love'.
Members/congregations feature nowhere in this architecture of the administration. Real power is
effectively insulated in the hands of the Secretary of the Apostolate (and his executive) - a classic
example of dictatorial white (male) minority rule in a church with a non-white majority membership.
lsn't this essentially what the immoral and criminal apartheid policy was also about?
The aforementioned structures are the only stations in the church where formal decisions are taken
and edicts issued - unilaterally and arbitrarily by salaried employees of the church (tail wagging the

dog), with no formal inputs or sanction by members/congregations (their employer). By the very
nature of this structure, top management essentially is accountable only to themselves. The word
from Head Office is gospel and difference of opinion is not tolerated. dfficers who, rightly or

wrongly, dare to differ, invariably do so at the risk of being summarily and arbitrarily dismissed.
Even apostles themselves seem wary of going against the grain, thereby effectively rendering
themselves lame ducks as far as leadership in the church is concerned. Consequently, current rule
by the Apostolate may well be regarded as a cozy and oppressive regime run by a clique of myopic

men. A common retoi"t by officers to this charge always seems to be: 'the OAC is not a democrad.

website':

Head Office has yet to come clean with members/congregations about its
stance regarding the unabashedly pro-OAC pronouncements and publicity stunts by a zealous blog
'Rogue

writer who boldly reminds his readership that he is not a member of the Church. Yet, he aptly
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acquits himself as a hatchet man par excellence in defence of the OAC leadership. His sole purpose
in life seems to be to aggressively safeguard the image of the OAC against internal opposition, as

well as all other apostolic formations on this planet. For a non-member, his depth of insight into
what transpires in the inner circles of the OAC top leadership speaks volumes. ln fact, he appears to
know more about the OAC administration than practically all OAC officers outside the precinct of the
Head Office. Therefore, the question to top management is: is the mysterious blog writer a paid
agent (hired gun) of Head Office, or is his website actually a clandestine propaganda arm (dirty
tricks outfit) of the OAC? Persistent silence by Head Office in this regard could be construed as
affirmation. The nature of his responses to Forum petitions looks like a sure give-away of his
affiliation. Acting like someone who has been mandated to speak on behalf of the OAC. However,
regardless of what the true identity and role of the relevant individual might be, it is incumbent
upon the OAC leadership to formally apprise members/congregations of this development because
the blog writer in question seems to have usurped the role of major source of vital information to a
church community which is deliberately being kept in the dark about key developments in its
administration by top management. All other churches have reputable spokespersons or public
relations departments to render the kind of service for which the OAC rather seems keen to rely on
the designs of unsavoury operators. The OAC is the real loser in this regard. lt is compromised.
Perhaps another case of unbridled wasteful expenditure of trust funds, begging to be exposed?
And, in 2015 there is nothing members/congregations can do about it in terms of the current church

constitution. Hence, the need for

a

broad-based public debate about

the future of the

administration of the OAC.
Pandora's box
i

What is happening to our church? How did we get to this point? But, we never knew about these
developments!l! These are the kind of questions that seem to be more prevalent now-a-days in
almost all encounters among members (and officers) who are serious about the wellbeing of their

church. Questions for which most of the officers have no credible answers. Not to mention the
stupid and embarrassing levels officers often plumb, trying to exert their authority.

At best, the reaction by the leadership to this vexing situation seems to be a frantic attempt to keep
the lid on what may be described as the Pandora's box of the OAC. Judging by the speed at which
the world around the OAC is changing socio-politically, it is logical to assert that the time to start the
great debate about the OAC has come. And since there is no formal in-house structure for such a
discourse, the law courts of the land always seem to be the most viable alternative at this juncture.
Constantly threatening to slip out of the Pandora's box

o

are:

.

':

:'

Constitutionalreform: Long overdue and a prerequisite for administrative reform. The
existing one is an unstable constitution which is not serving the best interests of the OAC.
There have been no less than twelve (12) key amendments between the years 1970 to 2005,
without any involvement by members/congregations. Currently, there also seems to be no
attempt or intention to empower members/congregations with a view to bringing them
into the administrative mainstream. ln other words, an apparent deliberate regime
sustained by paid officers to keep members/congregations out. Top management may
therefore be regarded as being resolutely anti-reformist, thereby vindicating the view by The
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Forum and like-minded others that members/congregations should "take back their church"

and hold the executive and all paid officers to account. There is a formidable business side
to the OAC which should not be allowed to continue to exist as the sole reserve of the elite
among the clergy. lt is a scary thought, realizing that apostles in effect have the last and only

say about weighty temporal matters such as investment policy, tenders, construction
programmes, social responsibility, as well as their own salaries and perks. Checks and
balances in the form of direct representation by members/congregations are, therefore,
imperative to ensure proper/clean administration and accountability.

Amendments: The amendments referred to above, essentially took care of the fallout from
the schisms which followed the highly controversial a+bitrary removal from office of the nonwhite Apostles Ndlovu and Lombard; stripping members/congregations of their say over the
administration of their tithes and local affairs as if to obviate any further potential dissident
(politically/apartheid sensitive at the time) action by other apostles; creation of the current
admin monster called the Apostle (Head of Administration); as well as quietly removing from
the constitution the morally repugnant and criminal statute which barred non-white
apostles from sharing the status of full apostleship with their white brother apostles. Nonwhite apostles prior to the 1990's have always been steadfastly regarded by non-white
members/congregations as equal in rank to white incumbents, never realizing that their
beloved leaders were trapped under a glass ceiling designated by the rank of {Helper
Apostle). Therefore, had it probably not been for the advent of a democratic political order
in South Africa in 1990, it would be fair to assume that the OAC might still have been bogged
down today in this immoral and sinful morass of human and spiritual misery.
lncidentally, the rank of Helper Apostle also vanished like the mist before the rising sun
following the introduction of a new constitution for the country. The moral question that

to be answered by the apostolate seems to be: where did divine intervention fit into
this criminally conceived apartheid dispensation in the OAC that could well be depicted as
having been biasphemous and idolatrous?
needs

Rumour has it that Head Office is currently in the process of unilaterally creating a financial
oversight structure, ostensibly to address the issue raised by The Forum. ldeally, such a step

a major structural

change in the administrative architecture for which a
constitutional amendment would be required. And again (OAC style) the voice/vote of
members/congregations is going to be ignored. Apparently, formal applications are already
being solicited from suitably qualified OAC individuals for arbitrary appointment to the
envisaged oversight body. Just like all the other existing qrgans at Head Office, the
independence and integrity of the members of this new body will be the first casualties of
the process, leaving members/congregations again at the mercy of a top management
represents

accountable only unto themselves. Talk about cocking a snook at your employer and acting
in bad faith?. '

That is why The Forum and civilized society believe that only a formal/public apology by
Head Office {apostolate) can expunge the remaining traces of this malignant tumor from the
body of the OAC and thereby bring closure to this dark era in the history of the Church.

cases: The pubic media and outsiders seem to have
become more credible sources of information to members/congregations about OAC

Newspaper reports and court

matters than Head Office and its host of church officers. Head Office has a moral obligation
to formally level with members/congregations about the issues which dragged the OAC
across the face of newspapers not so long ago. Unless

top

management demonstrates the

will to redress past mistakes/blunders and transform the administration of the
OAC, newspapers like 'Die Son' (and others) are owed a resounding vote of thanks for being
instrumental in divulging how a leadership is failing a church which was not so long ago
respected as a force to be reckoned with in the religious fraternity of the country.
necessary

Alleged financial

mismanagement: Allegations

tt.t ,.tur" to go away. Hair raising

revelations about the alleged inappropriate alienation of church assets (real estate) in favour
of senior church officers at below market value; lifestyle and remuneration policy/practices
and allegations of the possibility of a unilaterally crafted salary-for-life dispensation for
retired apostles; suspect management of the Burial Fund; probity regarding the tender
processes, especially the role of companies/closed corporations apparently owned by church
officers intimately connected to the administration; apparent endemic nepotism; a bloated
travelling portfolio, especially for overseas trips by top managemenq unbridled and
questionable spending on legal fees to prop up a system that should be scrapped; etc.
Particularly damaging to the image of the church was the series of reports in The Cape Argus
newspaper about the embezzlement of church funds by a Head Office employee (church
member), which the OAC accountants apparently could not pick up until they were alerted

to it by the bank. And yet, members/congregations have until this very moment never been
formally briefed by top management about this scandal - vindication again of the need for a
more democratic and accountable administrative dispensation in the OAC.
There appears to be enough documentation available in independent hands to corroborate
most of the allegations mentioned above and to build a solid case for a formal in-house OAC

inquiry

as well as a public court

of law.

Western Cape: Revisiting the findings of the two Commissions of lnquiry that were
conducted during the past decade into alleged misconduct by the leadership at the Western
Cape Regional Office. Particularly worrying was the show of desperation by them to win a
court battle by apparently resorting inter alia, to abusing the good offices of a church
member (with access) to inappropriately secure a copy of a classified document from official
files. This dastardly act became an open secret afterwards. Members of the Executive are
also on public record, failing to counter some of the allegations attributed to them. The
Western Cape seems long overdue for an overhaulof its management structures and style.

reform:

lt is no secret that long after apartheid has officially been abolished and the
country has deliberately and formally started to deal with its legacy, the leadership of the OAC
has yet to publicly and formally demonstrate its commitment to bring the OAC on board. The
pre-1994 OAC management was a willing partner in the implementation and administration of
Social
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apartheid and therefore it is especially incumbent upon the current top leadership (who still
happens to be "white") to stand up and fearlessly deal with remaining elements of apartheid
and the incidence of continuing alleged racist practices in the OAC of today. An inescapable
formal apology {for its apartheid past) to society at large, but more specifically to the non-white
members/congregations of the OAQ is still outstanding. Top management owes it to our
children - for obvious reasons, but more importantly also for the sake of the apostolic mission of
the Church. Until such time as top management public atones for the apartheid sins of the OAC,
history will remain a harsh critic and judge of a church that professes to be the sole custodian of
the Truth and the Life, as enunciated by Jesus Christ. A moral mess which not even an avalanche
of pious gilt-edged conference teachings can wash away.

Socialresponsibility:

OAC members/congregations are an integral part

of South African
society and the international community. Consequently, they are confronted and tested by the
same growth and developmental challenges of the world of 2015 and beyond. This is a prime
example of where this 'wa/ can only be won through an active and creative partnership
between the Apostolate (head Office) and memberslcongregations. The challenge to top
management, therefore, should be:'Dear OAC officers, seize the day to maximize your time ond

efforts

for the work of

(for which you hove been ordained) ond let
do what they are ideally suited and gifted for - community
Jesus Christ

members/congregotions
development through primorily o "bottom to top" driven approach to managing ond operating
the required systems, structures, processes, strotegies and programmes'.

And the good news is that the OAC in 2015 already has all the required academically qualified
professional and technically skilled experts domiciled in congregations spread throughout the

entire church. So, why keep on squandering God's blessings in this regard? That is why 'Pharaoh
(Head OfficelApostolate) will have to let My people go (grow)'. Not drastic overnight change,
but through a pragmatically managed reform process signposted by firm target dates.
A moral compass, pursued by bold and visionary leadership, is what seems to be glaringly lacking
in the OAC of 2015.
The way

fonrard

to earlier, the discourse about revelation/redress, reform, transformation ,etc., needs
to be advanced to the next levelwhere members/congregations can begin to take ownership of
the relevant information and empower themselves for the objective to eventually "take back
their church".
As alluded

Members/congregations should not lose sight of their goal: moving

thte pAC

to

d

position where

it con grow institutionally and ensure that its odministration is brought into line with the
democratic values ond best practices of governance in the modern era. They should stay
committed to ensuring the continued existence of an environment conducive for the
advancement of the sole purpose of the OAC - the success of its apostolic mission in an age of
high-tech development and unimaginable achievement in space exploration.

As sure as day follows night, change must (and will) come to the current administrative
dispensation in the OAC. And equally sure, it will be Head Office having to eat humble pie and
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submit to the Forum's (and other like-minded members') way of thinking, and not the other way
round. The Forum is merely repeating what Old Testament prophets Elijah, lsaiah, Jeremiah,

- cautioning an errant leadership against wayward policies and actions.
The OAC has no option but to resolve its temporal issues first; and the spiritual dimension will
Amos, etc., were doing

effortlessly'collapse' into place.
As a process for intended formal legal contest with the OAC top management takes shape, The
Forum will break the salient issues up into a more digestible form by way of single issue papers.
The blog page on its website which has been dormant until now, will also be activated to provide

the kind of forum for discussion which the constitution and leadership of the OAC currently deny
its members/congregations. And, as required, documentalevidence (official records) pertaining
to the relevant issues will be uploaded onto the website for the benefit of members (and
officers) who wish to know more about what is really happening in their church.
"Take backyour churcH

The indisputable way fonlrard for members/congregations who love their Church and are
determined to see it develop and grow institutionally to its full potential, is for them to
empower themselves in order to "take back their church". The OAC is supposed to be a people's
church dedicated to the service of the Almighty. The hand that dispenses the holy sacraments of
the Lord, should not be allowed to be the sole master of the cash register. The reprimand to the
current leadership should be: 'you ought to know better'.
Therefore, the process for redress/reform ideally has to begin with a bold recognition by
members/congregations (and officers) that the colossus of the OAC - the apostolate - has feet of
ctay.

Chair: The Forum

